Finding McGurk: localisation of the source of the
McGurk-effect and related oscillatory brain activity
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Introduction:
The McGurk‐effect is a perceptual illusion, which demonstrates an interaction between auditory and visual sensory systems in the perception of speech. If a mismatch between
the perception of a sound and the accompanying visual input occurs, it has been observed that the uniYied perception of both modalities fuses to a novel percept that neither
exactly matches the sound nor the sight.
A number of studies reported, that this illusion does not appear in every trial, but rather in a proportion of trials (~60‐70%). The present study was designed to shed light onto
the conditions under which this effect occurs and the identiYication of cerebral sources associated with it. SpeciYically, we were interested in the potential inYluence of ongoing
("background") brain oscillations on varying perception.
Methods:
Subjects:

Results:

* 10 (5m/5f, mean age 24.6) right handed, healthy
subjects
Stimuli:
* 390 videos of actor pronouncing syllables ("aba",
"ada", "aga")
* 2/3 of the videos dubbed with incongruent sound
* Response what syllable was perceived following each
video via button press
* 45 minutes total duration
Data aquisition:
* 148‐channel whole‐head MEG system (MAGNES™
2500 WH, 4D Neuroimaging, San Diego, USA)

Time course for the illusion (red) and
congruent (green) trials at the fronto‐parietal
sensor cluster

Topography with the sensor
cluster of signiYicant difference
between the illusion and
congruent trials

LCMV source projection of the signiYicant
difference between the illusion and congruent
trials

In the analysis of the time course, a signiYicantly larger response (440 ‐ 500 ms after sound onset, p < 0.05)
was recorded for the trials in which an illusion was perceived. The LCMV beamformer localised the source of
this difference in the precuneus.

* 678.17 Hz sample rate
* 0.1‐200 Hz online band pass Yilter
Data analysis:
* extraction of ‐ 2 / 2 second snippets around sound
onset
* visual inspection and rejection of trials containing eye,
muscle or other artifacts
* cluster based dependent samples T‐test with monte‐
carlo randomisation was used for statistical comparisons
* ERF: 1‐30 Hz band pass Yilter, ‐400 ‐ ‐100 ms pre‐
stimulus base line, LCMV source localisation

Result of the time‐frequency analysis for the
comparison of illusion and congruent trials

Time course of the topography of the
signiYicantly different frequency bands

DISC source projection of the signiYicant
difference in theta activity between the
illusion and congruent trials

DISC source projection of the signiYicant
difference in gamma activity between the
illusion and congruent trials

* TFR: 2‐80 Hz, 35 logarithmic frequency steps, DICS
source localisation
* Pseudo‐individual MRI images were used for source
localisation
All analysis steps performed using Yieldtrip
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The time‐frequency analysis revealed reduced theta‐band activity (3‐7 Hz) from ~ 100 ms before the sound
onset up to ~ 500 ms after the sound onset. The DICS beamformer localised two regions in the fronto‐central
and parietal cortex as the source of this activtiy.
Moreover, an increase in gamma‐band activity (20‐30 Hz) from ~ 600 ms to ~ 900 ms after the sound onset
was recorded. The DICS beamformer localised two regions in the occipital and fronto‐temporal cortex as the
source of this activity.

Conclusions:
In this study, subjects viewed videos inducing the McGurk‐illusion. While presenting the videos, MEG was recorded. Subjects reported an illusory percept in ~1/3 of the
incongruent trials.
We successfully recorded a signiYicantly larger response in the trials in which the illusion occurred compared to the congruent trials without illusory percept. As this difference
appeared between 440 ms and 500 ms after the sound onset while the syllable lasted approximately 800 ms, this could be viewed as the cortical representation of a mismatch
detection. The precuneus has been linked to error detection and mismatch perception.
The time‐frequency analysis revealed both, a reduced theta‐activity aound the sound onset and an increase in gamma‐band activity in the illusion trials. Both oscillatory activities
involved auditory and visual cortical areas and can thus be seen as representations of the discriminative reaction in the trials with and without a perceived illusion.
Further analysis will focus on the coherence between visual and auditory cortical areas as a representation of the interplay of visual and auditory information processing. Aside
from that, more reYined source analysis using the individual MRI images will further clarify the sources of the effects mentioned above.
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